Committee Meeting  
Monday, April 4, 2011, 10:30 AM to 12:00 PM, W-Garrisons

Tentative Agenda

- Welcome, introductions, sign in, call to order, and circulate committee roster  
- Review agenda – additions and revisions  
- Approve minutes from Chicago  
- Mary Hurd’s latest committee newsletter  
- Past session
  - Fall 2010 in Pittsburgh, *Sustainable Design with Concrete, Part I and II*, Brian explained that these sessions are co-sponsoring with ACI Committee, ACI Committee 130 and ACI Committee 533 have been submitted for final approval and currently have 12 presentations.
- Future sessions
  - Spring 2011 in Tampa, no sessions.
  - Fall 2011 in Cincinnati, Jack Gibbons agreed to look into getting someone lined up – possibly someone from Baker. Several notable projects were discussed that would be good choices for building sessions around. This may be a 2-hour session instead 3-hours which has been the standard. Status on special publication?
  - Spring 2012 in Dallas, no sessions
  - Fall 2012 in Toronto
- Notable Concrete
  - Cincinnati:
  - Dallas
  - Toronto
- More Exposure for ACI 124
  - Committees that should be contacted to get submissions for Notable Concrete are the following: 130, 303, 310, 533, 549A, and 551.

  - Have Renee put this on an agenda item as an item for the Convention Committee’s agenda. “ACI Committee 124 is requesting the local chapter to identify a promotion coordinator who can work on the Notable Concrete for the Convention City”.

  - Perhaps AIA or other organizations could be contacted. AIA Chicago was a good first success.

New Business –